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Key Capabilities

Overview
• Programmer productivity and performance portability are two of
the most important challenges facing applications on future
exascale computing platforms.
• PROTEAS-TUNE is a strategic response to complex architectures
and programming systems (e.g., heterogeneous computing, deep
memory hierarchies, nonvolatile memory).
• PROTEAS-TUNE is a flexible programming framework and
integrated toolchain to provide ECP applications the opportunity
to work with programming abstractions and to evaluate solutions
that address the exascale programming challenges they face.

Engagement

• Deploy our improvements to open source tools like LLVM and Tau.
• Refine our toolchain and solutions through engagement with ECP
applications teams.
• Champion our successful solutions in future procurements,
community standards, and open-source software stacks.

Highlights: Clacc - OpenACC for LLVM
• Developing production-quality, standardconforming, traditional OpenACC compiler
and runtime support by extending Clang
and LLVM.
• Enabling research and development of
source-level OpenACC tools.

• Heterogeneous programming models:
• OpenACC, OpenMP, CUDA, OpenCL, SyCL
• LLVM – improvements and new features contributed upstream
including OpenACC (Clacc) and OpenMP
• Performance analysis with TAU
• Autotuning with machine learning for performance optimization
• Source-to-source transformation tools for performance portability
• Software systems for deep memory hierarchies including
nonvolatile memory
• Papyrus – Key-Value store in NVM for HPC

Highlights: Performance Analysis with TAU
• Enhanced performance evaluation of multi-threaded Python3 and
CUDA, applied to evaluate the CANDLE ECP Benchmarks.
• Updated support for threaded CUDA and OpenCL measurement,
organizing data around streams and command queues.
• Updated the OpenMP Tools Interface support to the 5.0 standard.
• Support for the Flang/F18 Fortran compiler was added. PDT- and
Compiler-based instrumentation support for Flang was
implemented and tested on x86_64 Linux platforms.
• OpenACC measurement was demonstrated on the AMReX library.
• For more details, see the ECP poster “Performance Measurement
and Analysis using the TAU Performance System”.

Highlights: Bricks Stencil Optimization Framework
• Created Bricks source-to-source transformation toolset that
enables portable performance for complex stencil kernels.
• Developed memory layout and loop optimizations that improve
vectorization, data locality, latency, and strong scaling on CPU/GPU.

SPEC ACCEL 314.omriq and 514.pomriq

Results of strong scaling
down to 163-sized
subdomains.
Bricks stencil kernels with
pack-free communication
show up to 10x speed-up
over YASK benchmarks in
both computation and
communication.

Highlights: LLVM Optimizations for Parallel Programs
Introducing abstraction layers into the LLVM
compiler’s optimization pipeline to enable:
1) Existing transformations across the parallel
↔sequential boundary in parallel programs.
2) New programming model agnostic, parallelcentric optimizations. We already prototyped
barrier removal and parallel region expansion.

Penalty caused by
(seq. execution of) an
OpenMP parallel loop.

Performance is recovered by
native compiler optimizations,
point 1) on the left.

Highlights: Compiler Based Performance Gap Estimation
Automatic, compiler-based exploration of unused potential caused
by missing static program annotations, e.g., restrict, aligned, const,
etc.

Highlights: Compiler representations
• Developing LLVM plugin for routine and instruction level TAU
instrumentation of both PHIRE and vanilla C/C++ programs.
• Exploring the use of non-volatile memory for persistent and
resilient distributed data structures.

Learn more about PROTEAS-TUNE at the Meeting

Yellow star  additional ECP posters.
Tutorials
• TAU, Tu@10:30
Sessions
• LLVM, Th@1:30
• Complex memories, Th@10:30
• Bricks (Wed ST poster sessions)
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